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E.O. 12065: GDS 5/2/86

TAGS: PEPD, US, KS

SUBJECT: US-ROK POLICY PLANNING TALKS

REF: SEOUL 536

1. WE WILL PROCEED WITH THE ROK-US POLICY PLANNING TALKS AS PLANNED. WE UNDERSTAND THAT A SCHEDULE FOR THE TALKS TO BE HELD IN WASHINGTON JUNE 24-25 HAS ALREADY BEEN CONFIRMED WITH THE ROK FOREIGN MINISTRY. NEWSOM
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE IS/FPC/CDR

( ) RELEASE ( ) DECLASSIFY
( ) EXCISE ( ) DECLASSIFY
( ) DENY IN PART
( ) DELETE Non-Responsive Info

EO Citations

MR Cases Only: TS authority to:

( ) CLASSIFY as ( ) S or ( ) C OADR
( ) DOWNGRADE TS to ( ) S or ( ) C OADR
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